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Abstract
In RNA isolation protocol, two essential factors decide the quality of RNA. One is an extra care of avoiding effect of omnipresent
ribonucleases using potent inhibitors such as guanidine isothiocyanate (GITC). The other is the extraction reagent’s chemical
combination and concentration, which is decided based on the source sample of RNA. In virus-infected clinical samples, the extraction
efficiency relies on the aetiologic agent’s titre value, which is dependent on the day of sample collection from the onset of the disease.
The quality of RNA is crucial for accurate diagnosis and other downstream applications. Dengue, a flaviviral infection, displays a high
titre and becomes desirable for molecular diagnosis. Here we optimized viral RNA isolation from dengue-infected NS1 (nonstructural
protein) positive residual clinical serum samples based on the original GITC-phenol-chloroform extraction method. A concentrated
RNA extracting reagent called REC reagent was defined and used along with the glycogen carrier. This laboratory-prepared reagent and
glycogen as co-precipitant aided in better isolation of RNA. Glycogen also contributed to the visibility of the pellet, which helped to
process the washing step efficiently. This methodology is cost-effective in a research laboratory setup against a commercial kit, especially
when a vast number of specimens are involved. The manual methods give scope for modifications, thus bringing down the cost. The
challenges connected to the usage of residual samples and the methodology is discussed in detail.
Key words: clinical residual serum, dengue, GITC-phenol-chloroform extraction method, glycogen carrier, REC reagent, RNA isolation.
Abbreviations: DENV, dengue virus; DEPC, diethyl pyrocarbonate; GITC, guanidine isothiocyanate; NS1, nonstructural protein; qRTPCR, quantitative real-time reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction; REC reagent, RNA extracting concentrated reagent; RNase,
ribonuclease.

Introduction
Viruses, among other pathogens, stand out due to their
unique nature in occurrence and mode of infection
(Woolhouse et al. 2012). Viruses with a RNA genome have
the highest adaptability to changes in the host immunity
levels through rapid mutations and represent the biggest
group of emerging or re-emerging pathogens (Howard,
Fletcher 2012). The flaviviruses, a group of RNA viruses,
were the first among discovered viruses known to infect
humans (Woolhouse et al. 2012). Dengue, one such
flavivirus, has now established itself and has become the
world’s concern (Pekosz, Glass 2008).
Being a neglected tropical disease, dengue is the fastest
growing mosquito-transmitted infection, affecting the
young population like children, with severe sickness and
even death (Mukhtar 2015). Earlier up to 1970, the number

of nations that had experienced epidemics of severe dengue
was only nine, but now the disease has spread to over 100
countries (Brady et al. 2012; Bhatt et al. 2013). The World
Health Organization estimates that 50 to 100 million
dengue infections occur worldwide every year (Brady et al.
2012; Bhatt et al. 2013; Brady 2019).
Four serotypes of dengue virus (DENV), which are in
close relation to each other, have been identified as DENV1, DENV-2, DENV-3, and DENV-4 (Domingo et al. 2011).
In a few parts of the world, not only one type of flavivirus
is endemic; hence higher probability of multiple and
sequential infections by more than one type of flavivirus are
expected (Halstead 1970). The sharing of similar epitopes
by the E (envelop) protein among flaviviruses is responsible
for their cross-reactivity (Aguado et al. 2019; Rathore, John
2020), which is observed frequently during their detection.
The inability of serological tests to distinguish between the
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serotypes of the DENV limits their use in clinical practice.
The laboratory diagnosis is obligatory for identifying the
infectious agent due to the non-reliable common symptoms
presented by different flaviviral infections (Patel et al. 2013).
Molecular diagnostics is the intrinsic component of
today’s clinical diagnosis (Mohamed 2006). An accurate
diagnosis of dengue disease can be done during the acute
phase of the infection, viremia, and fever phases (Peeling et
al. 2010). Diagnostic tools currently used to detect DENV
are virus isolation, capture IgM ELISA, capture IgG ELISA,
quantitative real-time reverse transcriptase polymerase
chain reaction (qRT-PCR), and immunochromatography
of the dengue NS1 (nonstructural protein) antigen
(Darwish et al. 2015).
The nucleic acid-based detection methods used for
flaviviruses depend and differ on the infecting flavivirus,
because few flaviviruses, including dengue, show high
titre viremia, and a few others may not be viremic or have
undetectable viremia in infected human hosts (Tang et al.
1997). Thus, molecular diagnosis can be potentially used
only for such aetiologic agents with high titre viremias, and
dengue is one such flavivirus (Tang et al. 1997).
Dengue, as many other infections, can be classified into
primary and secondary infections. The acute phase of the
primary infection is characterized by the presence of virus
as such, NS1 antigen and/or IgM or HI (hemagglutinationinhibiting) antibodies, and absence of IgG antibodies. On
the contrary, during a secondary infection, high IgG levels
are detectable even in the acute phase. Their level shows
a dramatic rise over the next two weeks, and by then IgM
will be at significantly low levels (Ganeshkumar et al. 2018).
Early detection of dengue infection is necessary to
design proper treatment. Molecular methods for dengue
detection are extensively being used for their specificity,
accuracy, sensitivity, and rapidity (Mabey et al. 2004). To
improve nucleic acid detection methods, routine studies on
the genome of a pathogen are essential (Houldcroft et al.
2017).
Isolation of its positive-sense single-stranded RNA
genome is a prerequisite and critical step in studying the
dengue genome. The RNA isolation is basically modeled
on the isolation of DNA, which was initiated in 1869 by
a Swiss physician called Friedrich Miescher to explore
the chemical fundamentals of life (Dahm 2004). This
event paved the way for designing numerous molecular
biology experiments. Now, several advanced methods to
obtain pure DNA, RNA, or proteins are available. These
methods could be broadly divided into two types, either
solution-based or column-based (Tan, Yiap 2009). The
basic steps in extraction protocol include effective cell lysis,
denaturation of nucleoprotein complexes, inactivation of
nucleic acid degrading enzymes (nucleases), and providing
a contaminant-free environment throughout the extraction
procedure (Doyle 1996).
The phenol-chloroform extraction method is most
widely used for nucleic acids (Tan, Yiap 2009). Ullrich et al.,
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in 1977, first showed the use of guanidine isothiocyanate
(GITC) in RNA extraction. Chemically, RNA is highly
unstable compared to DNA due to the presence of the 2’
OH group in a ribose sugar moiety. In turn, this makes
RNA susceptible for hydrolysis, and its single strand nature
also adds to its sensitivity to mutagens (Brooks 1998).
Apart from these, the ubiquitous presence of stable RNA
degrading enzymes, ribonucleases (RNases), is the most
dangerous enemy during RNA extraction. These enzymes
are highly stable because they can get refolded following
heat denaturation, and they do not require any co-factors
for their activity (Doyle 1996); this makes RNA extraction
difficult in normal conditions. Hence it is essential to
provide a strong protein denaturant that can degrade
RNase, and this role is played by a chaotropic agent called
GITC (Ullrich et al. 1977).
In 1987, Chomczynski and Sacchi developed a singlestep RNA extraction method using GITC and phenolchloroform, and this was called guanidine thiocyanatephenol-chloroform extraction (Sambrook, Russel 2001).
This reagent was later commercialized by the brand names
TRIzolTM or TRITM Reagent. The idea behind this method is
to separate DNA from RNA by using an acidic reagent that
contains GITC, sodium acetate, phenol, and chloroform
(Chomczynski, Sacchi 2006). Due to the acidic condition
in the aqueous phase, the total RNA will be retained
in the upper aqueous phase and DNA and proteins in
the interphase or lower organic phase. The RNA in the
aqueous phase will be precipitated by adding isopropanol
(Sambrook, Russel 2001).
A need for designing a reagent for isolating low
concentration or diluted RNA from liquid samples led
to the development of TRIzolTM LS reagent, which is
specially meant for liquid samples such as blood and
virus preparations. The mixture of phenol, GITC, and a
few other components which facilitate the isolation of
RNA from a range of samples, forming a single-phase
solution constitute this reagent. The maintenance of RNA
integrity by suppressing the activity of RNase during
homogenization of samples will be effectively taken care
of by this reagent (https://www.interchem.fr/ft/D/DU1295.
pdf). This method helps in high throughput processing of
the samples and hence serves as advancement to the singlestep RNA isolation method developed by Chomcynski and
Sacchi (1987).
The original TRIzolTM and TRIzolTM LS reagents share
common composition but only differ in the concentration
of components. TRIzolTM LS reagent is used in 3:1 ratio
with the sample where TRIzolTM is used in 10:1 ratio
(https://www.interchem.fr/ft/D/DU1295.pdf). Hence, this
suggests that TRIzolTM LS is approximately three times
more concentrated than the original TRIzolTM; this allows
the use of less volume of reagent in relation to sample
volume. This more concentrated formula increases the lysis
capability of the reagent, resulting in the isolation of highquality total RNA from liquid samples such as serum, virus
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preparations, and even complex biological fluids (TRIzol™
LS Reagent, Thermo Fisher Scientific).
TRIzol™ LS reagent is being used in studies for
extracting a small amount of RNA from liquid samples
(Reynes et al. 2003; Palmares et al. 2017). The extraction
of RNA from sera containing different amounts of viral
genomic RNA or titres of DENV with TRIzol™ LS in the
presence of linear acrylamide (co-precipitant) has been
reported to be efficient (Anwar et al. 2009).
Total RNA extraction from virus-infected human
serum samples has been achieved in the past by employing
routinely used GITC and TRIzol™ methods (Chomczynski,
Sacchi 1987; Chomczynski, Mackey 1995), and few have
used commercially available kits for isolation of RNA
and also have compared these methods for identifying
the better one (Klungthong et al. 2007; Xiang et al. 2001).
All these methods have shown better results in different
circumstances.
Extraction methods in the form of commercial kits
generally reduce the time but increase the total cost
(Margam et al. 2010). Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate
whether the overall convenience of using commercial kits is
greater than the added cost. QIAGEN™ viral RNA isolation
kits are based on the RNA affinity to a silica membrane/gel
(Chen et al. 2008). Most of the studies employ this kit for
ease of use and less time-consuming (Neeraja et al. 2015;
Dias et al. 2019; Tsai et al. 2019).
A study comparing two methods, the ChomczynskiSacchi and the QIAamp_UltraSens virus kit, for isolation
of dengue viral RNA from infected plasma samples showed
few advantages and disadvantages. RNA concentration
was significantly higher and showed more sensitivity with
less cost consumption in the former method. The latter
method was easy to perform and took less time with more
cost consumption. These outcomes encourage using the
technique that is more inexpensive to purify viral RNA,
especially in the developing countries (Dettogni, Louro
2010).
The present study focuses on RNA extraction
optimization from dengue-infected residual/leftover
human serum samples in a cost-effective, feasible, and
efficient way to suit the research laboratory setup.
Materials and methods
Sample collection and storage
Dengue-infected NS1 positive acute phase human serum
residual samples collected from diagnostic centres during
the annual dengue season were used as a source for the
extraction of viral RNA. This sample collection is considered
a blindfold collection, as no patient information is known.
The samples were collected in autoclaved screw-capped
2 mL cryovials, from diagnostic centres in Bengaluru,
Karnataka, India, within 1 to 2 days of blood collection and
infection detection, where samples were stored at 4 °C. The
temperature status-quo was maintained during transport

from a collection centre to the lab, and they were stored at
–30 °C in the lab till further use.
Maintenance of RNase-free environment
A RNase-free environment was provided during the
isolation procedure by treating the consumables such as
microcentrifuge tubes, microtips, etc., used in the procedure
and the workspace, with 0.1% diethyl pyrocarbonate water.
Optimization of RNA extraction
Initially, the GITC (Chomczynski, Sacchi 1987) and TRI™
Reagent (Sigma) (Chomczynski, Mackey 1995) methods
were employed for isolation of RNA with required
modifications, and later was shifted to other methods.
All of the methods used in this work were based on the
original GITC-phenol-chloroform extraction method
(Chomczynski, Sacchi 1987; Chomczynski, Sacchi 2006).
GITC method: denaturation and phase separation
Dengue NS1 positive serum samples (250 µL) were treated
with 1 mL of denaturing solution (GITC solution – 4 M
GITC, 25 mM sodium citrate, 0.5% N-Lauroyl sarcosine
and 0.1 M β-mercaptoethanol) and 100 µL of 2 M sodium
acetate (pH 4.5) was added and mixed well by inverting.
This was followed by the addition of 1 mL Tris-equilibrated
phenol (pH 4.5) and mixing thoroughly by inverting, to
permit complete dissociation of the nucleoprotein complex.
Subsequently, chloroform/iso-amyl alcohol (49:1, 200 µL)
was added and properly mixed by shaking vigorously for
10 s and the suspension incubated for 15 min at 4 °C and
then centrifuged at 6000 ×g and 4 °C for 20 min. Following
centrifugation, the mixture separates into a lower phenolchloroform phase, interphase, and upper aqueous phase.
Due to acidic pH, RNA remains exclusively in the aqueous
phase. The upper aqueous phase was carefully aspirated
and transferred to a new vial for precipitation. From the
precipitation step, the protocol is more or less common for
both the methods; hence it is described further.
TRI™ reagent method: denaturation and phase separation
The serum samples (250 µL) were treated with 1 mL TRI™
reagent and vortexed for 3 min. The mixture was incubated
for 5 min at room temperature (around 28 °C). For the
incubated mixture, 200 µL of chloroform was added and
mixed by vigorous shaking for 15 s and incubated at room
temperature for 2 to 3 min. The samples were centrifuged
at not more than 13 000 ×g for 5 min at 4 °C. The upper
aqueous phase was transferred to a new vial.
RNA precipitation
The aqueous phase collected in both methods was subjected
to precipitation. RNA was precipitated by adding 1 mL of
100% isopropanol (ice cold) and incubated in this mixture
for 30 min at –30 °C, then centrifuged for 10 min at 4 °C
and 6000 ×g and the supernatant was discarded. The pellet
was dissolved in 300 µL denaturing solution and transferred
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into a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube and the precipitation
step was repeated with 300 µL 100% isopropanol (this step
was excluded in the TRI™ Reagent method). The pellet was
washed in 1 mL of 75% ethanol, vortexed, and incubated
for 10 to 15 min at room temperature to dissolve residual
amounts of guanidine content in the pellet and centrifuged
for 5 min at 4 °C and 6000 ×g, and the supernatant was
discarded. The pellet was air-dried at room temperature for
10 to 15 min. Finally, the pellet was dissolved in 20 µL of
DEPC treated water.
Later, a modification was brought in the protocol
by increasing the duration of incubation from 30 min to
overnight for improving the precipitation of RNA isolating
from serum samples (Dettogni, Louro, 2010). A reference
standard (insect larva) was used in the protocol to eliminate
experimental error during isolation by GITC and TRI™
reagent methods.
RNA isolation using laboratory prepared REC reagent
A reagent for extracting the viral RNA was prepared in
the laboratory, based on commercially available TRIzol™
reagent composition (https://postharvestcentral.com,
homemade TRIzol™ reagent) with increased concentration
of components. This reagent is termed as RNA extracting
concentrated (REC) reagent. The components with their
working concentration were as follows: 2.4 M guanidine
thiocyanate, 1.2 M ammonium thiocyanate, and 0.3 M
sodium acetate (3 M stock, pH 4.5), 15% glycerol. These
components were dissolved and the volume was adjusted
with DEPC water and stored at 4 °C till use.
RNA isolation using laboratory prepared REC reagent
was carried out according to the TRIzol™ LS (Invitrogen)
method (TRIzol™ LS “Reagent user guide”) with required
modifications. The infected serum sample (250 µL)
was mixed with 500 µL REC reagent and 500 µL Tris
equilibrated phenol (pH 4.5). The sample was homogenized
by pipetting up and down several times and incubated for
5 min followed by the addition of 200 µL chloroform with
2 to 3 min incubation. The mixture was centrifuged for 15
min at 7000 ×g and 4 °C. The upper aqueous phase was
carefully aspirated and taken into a new vial. The collected
aqueous phase was mixed with 600 µL isopropanol (ice
cold) and left overnight for incubation at –30 °C. After
incubation, it was centrifuged for 10 min at 7000 ×g and 4
°C, and the pellet was separated from the supernatant. The
pellet was suspended in 1 mL of 75% ethanol and vortexed
briefly, and then centrifuged for 5 min at 4000 ×g and 4 °C.
The supernatant was discarded by aspirating, and the pellet
was air-dried. The air-dried pellet was dissolved in 20 µL
of DEPC-treated water and incubated for 10 to 15 min at
55 to 60 °C.
RNA isolation using a commercial kit
The infected serum samples were subjected to RNA
isolation procedure using the QIAamp Viral RNA Mini™
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kit (QIAGEN). The protocol was followed according to the
manufacturer’s instructions with slight modification by
reducing the eluent volume to 20 μL, as not to dilute RNA
in the extract. The elution step was carried out three times
with 20 μL of buffer AVE each time.
RNA isolation using REC reagent with glycogen carrier
RNA grade/molecular grade glycogen was prepared in the
laboratory from glycogen of an oyster source (Himedia™).
The glycogen (5%) was dissolved in autoclaved Milli-Q
water for about 2 to 3 h with constant stirring on a magnetic
stirrer. Thus, dissolved glycogen was mixed thoroughly by
vortexing with one volume of tris equilibrated phenol (pH
8.0) and centrifuged at 7000 ×g for 5 min. The upper aqueous
phase transferred to the clean vial was vortexed with one
volume of 50:1 chloroform and isoamyl alcohol mixture
(ice cold) and centrifuged. The upper aqueous phase thus
obtained was treated with one volume of absolute ethanol
to precipitate the glycogen and centrifuged. The glycogen
pellet was air-dried for about 7 to 8 h till all the moisture
was removed. The required concentration (20 mg mL–1)
stock was prepared by dissolving the pellet with DEPCtreated water, and an 1 mL aliquot was stored at 4 °C for
further use (Salvi 2004; Fan 2006).
In this method, the laboratory prepared REC reagent
procedure, as described earlier, was followed for RNA
isolation, except for the addition of glycogen as a carrier at a
final concentration of 1 µg µL–1 and 1 µL per 20 µL aqueous
phase, and the duration of precipitation incubation was
reduced to 1 h.
Comparison between the isolation methods
The infected serum samples (A and B), a serum sample
from a healthy individual as a negative control (–ve) and
an infected serum whose RNA was isolated using the kit,
which showed positive in the diagnostic qRT-PCR (data not
shown) as a known positive control (+ve), were subjected to
the RNA isolation procedure using REC reagent, QIAamp
Viral RNA Mini™ kit (QIAGEN) and REC reagent with
glycogen carrier methods. The procedure was carried out
on the same day for all three methods.
Gel electrophoresis
Agarose gel (2%) in Tris-acetic acid-EDTA buffer was used
to analyze the obtained RNA extracts after each method.
The gel setup was prepared with DEPC water. Hence, the
maintenance of a RNase-free environment was ensured.
About 4 to 6 µL of RNA extracts were loaded on the gel, the
electrophoresis was performed for 15 min at 100 V.
RNA quantification
The RNA extracts isolated from each method were
quantified using a NanoDrop™ 2000 spectrophotometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). The purity of RNA was analyzed
based on 260/280 and 260/230 values for each extract.
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Results
Sample collection and storage
As detailed in the discussion section, NS1 antigen positive,
IgM, and IgG antibodies negative serum samples are
preferred for viral RNA isolation. Therefore, such samples
were collected from the diagnostic centres and considered
in the study. As the storage conditions must be appropriate
for efficient RNA extraction, the collected samples were
stored at –30 °C till use.
RNA isolation using GITC and TRI™ reagent methods
The gel photographs of the RNA extracts isolated from
infected serum samples by both GITC and TRI™ reagent
methods did not show any bands except for the reference
standard (insect larva) (Fig. 1), even after incorporating
a modification in the protocol by increasing the duration
of incubation for precipitating RNA from serum samples.
Hence, the RNA extracts of infected serum samples from
both methods were not considered in further analysis and
the appearance of RNA bands of extracts from insect larva
denied the chance of the experimental error. Ultimately,
these results suggested finding an alternative method.
RNA isolation using REC reagent
The gel photographs of the RNA extracts isolated using
REC reagent showed the RNA bands. Among them, a few
were faint, and a few others were little prominent. In Fig. 2a
and 2b, a few lanes (lane No. corresponds to sample No.)
showed a prominent RNA band below 0.5 kb region (lane
No. 1, 7, 16, and 19), corresponding to standard reference
ladder; in a few, RNA bands were just below the 1 kb region
(lane No. 18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26 and 27); a few showed a band
near 3 kb (lane No. 18, 19, 20 and 22) and in rest of the
lanes, bands did not appear.
RNA isolation using a commercial kit
The gel photographs of RNA (Fig. 3a and b) from infected
samples extracted by the kit method showed prominent
lower bands. In a few lanes, the bands were faint and in
a few, lower bands appeared prominently. Improvement

a

Fig. 1. Agarose gel showing the total RNA bands of insect larva
(reference standard) isolated using GITC method (G) and TRI™
Reagent method (T) along with 1 Kb ladder (L).

in the RNA band quality was observed when using the kit
method.
RNA isolation using REC reagent with glycogen carrier
RNA-grade glycogen carrier was prepared successfully in
our laboratory. For 0.5 g of the initial quantity of glycogen,
0.3 g was recovered and made use of it along with REC
reagent in order to find a cost-effective alternative to the
commercial kit. The quality of RNA bands obtained on
the gel from this method was comparable with that of
the RNA bands from the kit method and also with better
concentration (Fig. 4a and b).
Comparison between the isolation methods
Fig. 5 shows a comparison between the RNA band qualities
obtained from REC reagent, commercial kit, and REC
reagent with glycogen carrier methods. The RNA from
infected samples (A and B) showed prominent multiple
bands, ranging between 100 to 500 bps, which is comparable
with a known positive control (+ve) (qRT-PCR confirmed
dengue-infected serum), whereas the negative control (–
ve) (healthy human serum) showed very faint bands of the
same kind. The band quality and their pattern seemed to
be similar using all three methods (Fig. 5a, b, and c), given
that the samples were processed on the same day for all
three methods. The concentration of RNA was improved

b

Fig. 2. Agarose gels showing the total RNA bands of extracts isolated from infected serum specimens using REC reagent (a) samples
from 1 to 15 and (b) samples from 16 to 27 along with 1 Kb ladder (L).
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a

b

Fig. 3. Agarose gels showing the total RNA bands of extracts isolated from infected serum specimen using commercial kit (Qiagen) (a)
samples from 28 to 30 with 100 bps ladder (L) and (b) samples from 31 to 35 with 1 Kb ladder (L).

a

b

Fig. 4. Agarose gels showing the total RNA bands of extracts isolated from infected serum specimen using REC reagent with glycogen
carrier (a) samples 36 and 37 (b) samples from 38 to 40 along with 100 bps ladder (L).

as noticed by more prominent bands, with the glycogen
carrier compared to REC reagent alone (Fig. 5a and c).
When compared between commercial kit and REC reagent
with glycogen carrier methods, both gave equivalent
results in terms of band quality (Fig. 5b and c). Hence, this
suggested that the latter method is suitable when used in a
research laboratory setup dealing with many samples.
RNA quantification
The concentrations of RNA extracts of insect larva from
GITC and TRITM reagent methods were found to be 1099.9
and 944.5 ng μL–1 with purity ratios (260/280) of 3.54
and 2.93 respectively. These estimations for RNA extracts
of serum samples are represented in mean ± SD values,

a

b

which are given in Table 1. These values indicate that the
average concentration of nucleic acid in the RNA extracts
isolated from REC reagent seems to be high (202.94), and
the average purity ratio (260/280) was much higher than
2 (3.34), whereas for that of RNA extracts isolated from
the kit method the average concentration was relatively
low (45.61) and the average purity ratio was a bit higher
than 2 (2.51). However, extracts of RNA from REC reagent
with glycogen carrier showed an average concentration
relatively higher (138.88), and the average purity ratio
(2.59) was almost similar to that of the kit method. The
relative standard deviation values indicates both QIAGEN
kit and REC reagent with glycogen carrier methods were
better for concentration, all three methods were good for

c

Fig. 5. Agarose gels showing the comparison of total RNA bands of extracts isolated from serum specimen using REC reagent (a)
commercial kit (b) and REC reagent with glycogen carrier (c) of samples, known positive control (+ve), negative control (–ve) and
infected serum specimens (A and B) along with 1 Kb ladder (L).
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Table 1. Values of concentration and purity ratio of RNA extracts from different isolation methods. Data are means ± SD
Method of isolation
REC reagent
QIAGEN kit
REC reagent with glycogen carrier

Concentration of RNA
(ng µL–1)
RSD (%)
202.94 ± 122.21
60.22
45.61 ± 13.40
29.37
138.88 ± 38.42
27.66

260/280
(ratio)
RSD (%)
3.35 ± 0.18
5.40
2.52 ± 0.27
10.70
2.59 ± 0.44
17.02

260/230
(ratio)
RSD (%)
0.43 ± 0.26
59.30
0.63 ± 0.31
49.80
1.98 ± 0.72
36.10

Table 2. Comparison between the concentration and purity ratio of RNA in the extracts among the isolation methods
Method of isolation

Quantification parameters

REC reagent

Concentration of RNA (ng µL–1)
260/280
260/230
Concentration of RNA (ng µL–1)
260/280
260/230
Concentration of RNA (ng µL–1)
260/280
260/230

Qiagen kit

REC reagent with
glycogen carrier

260/280 purity and the REC reagent with glycogen carrier
method was relatively better than the other two methods for
260/230 purity. A comparison between the concentration
and purity ratio of RNA extracts among the three isolation
methods with same set of samples were carried out and
found that the REC reagent with glycogen carrier was a
better method (Table 2).
Cost-effectiveness
To ensure the cost-effectiveness of our method for viral
RNA isolation, a comparison of the total expenditure for 50
reactions over the other isolation methods was verified and
represented in Fig. 6, Table 3 gives supporting information.
From this, it is ascertained that our method with REC
reagent and glycogen carrier is approximately 16 times
less costly than using the kit (QIAGEN™) method and
around 12 times less costly than the commercially available
TRIzol™ LS reagent. When compared with REC reagent
alone, it is roughly two times more costly. This comparison
gives a definite estimation of the total amount spent for
each method, and our method had the edge over the others.

+ve
92.2
3.11
0.37
65.7
2.2
2.21
81.4
2.32
2.39

–ve
150.5
3.23
0.63
61.5
2.16
1.98
70.6
2.27
2.34

Sample

A
143.6
3.2
0.41
112.2
2.46
1.73
178.4
2.8
2.56

B
71
2.91
0.78
64.1
2.24
2.45
74.9
2.38
2.04

with the viremia phase where the viral RNA is present in
the specimen from day 2 to day 5 and sometimes till day
7 (WHO 2009; Casenghi et al. 2018). Regular antigenantibody detection tests for dengue differentiate the samples
into NS1 positive, IgM positive, and convalescent-phase
samples as IgG positive (Gubler et al. 1984; Innis et al. 1989;
Chanama et al. 2004; Wahala, Silva 2011). Hence, dengue
NS1 positive clinical serum samples were considered for
isolation of viral RNA.
The proper storage of collected samples is crucial for
achieving successful isolation. As per the WHO protocol,
the dengue serum specimen, for short-term storage up to
72 h, should be kept at between 4 and 8 °C. When stored for
a longer duration, the specimen should be frozen at –70 °C
or kept in a liquid nitrogen container. Few reports will also
suggest that these specimens could be stored at –20 °C for
the long term with a condition of avoiding frequent freezethawing and providing a RNase free environment (Merrill
et al. 2008; Peeling et al. 2010). Hence the samples were

Discussion
In this study, isolation of total RNA having DENV genomic
RNA from human serum dengue NS1 positive specimens
was carried out. DENV is more prevalent during May
to November, even though its occurrence is noticed
throughout the year (Thanh, Giao 1996; Chareonsook
et al. 1999; Morales et al. 2016; Biradar et al. 2016); this
was evident during sample collection. The NS1 antigen is
detected in acute phase specimens from day 3 to day 9 and
rarely till day 12 from the onset of the fever, which coexists

Fig. 6. The cost difference among isolation methods.
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Table 3. Product details of the chemical components used in the isolation procedure
Components
Ammonium thiocyanate
Chloroform
DEPC
Ethanol
GITC
Glycerol
Glycogen (from oyster)
HCL
Isoamyl alcohol
Isopropanol
Phenol crystalline
QIAamp Viral RNA MiniTM kit
Sodium acetate
Tris buffer
TRIzolTM LS Reagent

Manufacturing company
SRL
Himedia
Sigma
Changshu Hangsheng Fine Chemical Co.
SRL
Himedia
Himedia
Himedia
Sigma
Himedia
SRL
QIAGEN
Sigma
Himedia
Invitrogen

transported at 4 °C and stored at –30 °C in the laboratory.
The possible reasons for the results of GITC and TRI™
Reagent methods might be the challenges associated with
the residual samples and the non-suitability of the reagent
or method for such samples (discussed in detail later).
Seeing the results of the REC reagent method, it was
thought that the samples showing RNA bands on the gel
were in the viremia phase, and the samples with no bands
might have crossed that phase in which the virus circulates
in the blood. Another possibility was the concentration of
RNA in a few extracts was too low to be visible as bands on
the gel (detailed later in this section). This also indicated
that the quality of obtained RNA is not passable for further
experiments.
Since the quality of RNA obtained from the REC
reagent was not satisfactory, comparing the quality with a
commercial kit was necessary to choose the better method
for obtaining improved quality of RNA in extracts for
further applications. Hence, a commercial kit was made
use of. The band quality was improved in relation to the
REC reagent method. While comparing the three methods,
distinct lower multiple bands were observed on the gel
with extracts from known positive and infected samples.
A similar banding pattern in negative control samples
indicated the presence of host extracellular RNA in the
collected dengue-infected human serum samples. However,
the human serum contains extracellular RNA molecules, as
reported by a few studies (Keller et al. 2011; Danielson et
al. 2017; Umu et al. 2017). The lower multiple RNA bands
of infected samples probably indicate secondary structures
(different conformations) formed by DENV genomic
RNA, which aids in their replication, as described in the
literature (Khromykh et al. 2001; You et al. 2001; Alvarez
et al. 2005). In a previous study (Filomatori et al. 2017), gel
pictures showing lower multiple bands were found, which
represented DENV non-coding RNAs. The appearance of
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only a few conformations on the gel instead of multiple
bands in a few samples indicated the possibility of more
intactness of the appeared band conformations and very
low concentration of disappeared band conformations
(Fig. 3, 4 and 5).
The studies on gel analysis of other RNA viruses
genomes such as influenza A (Palese, Schulman 1976)
and rotavirus (Dubal et al. 2015) depict the appearance of
multiple bands of their double-stranded segmented RNA
genome. Another report (Nagasaki et al. 2004) describes
the appearance of multiple bands by the gel analysis for
the genome of a novel single strand RNA virus infecting
bloom-forming diatoms, Rhizosolenia setigera. More
discussion on the banding pattern of dengue RNA on the
gel was not possible, because of minimal literature available
in this context.
The absorbance maximum of nucleic acids is 260 nm.
The absorbance maximum ratio of 260 nm to that of 280
nm has been used from the past to measure the purity
of both DNA and RNA in their extracts. Generally, pure
RNA shows this ratio as ~2.0. If this ratio is lower than
the standard (2.0), this indicates the presence of proteins
as contaminants in the extract, whereas a low 260/230
ratio shows contamination with chemical components
of the reagent used in the isolation procedure, such as
phenol, guanidine, etc. If the 260/280 ratio is high, that
certainly does not point out any problem (Wilfinger et
al. 1997). Chemical residue contaminants that remained
after the extraction may contribute to the concentration
of nucleic acids leading to their overestimation, negatively
influencing the downstream examinations (Wilfinger et
al. 1997). Based on this information, our results suggest
that the higher average concentration of nucleic acids in
the RNA extracts isolated from the REC reagent might
indicate chemical contamination rather than the higher
concentration of RNA, and a higher purity ratio of the
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same might deny protein contamination in the extracts.
The relatively low RNA concentration in the extracts from
the kit method perhaps shows low chemical contamination
and removal of small nucleic acid molecules during the
washing step in spin columns (Marko et al. 1982; Boom et
al. 1990), and here, the purity ratio is almost in the standard
range, hence overall reflecting the good quality of RNA.
Nevertheless, the extracts obtained from the REC
reagent with glycogen carrier depicted the concentration
and purity ratio in the acceptable range in relation to
the kit method, indicating the contribution of glycogen
as a carrier molecule in increasing the precipitation and
causing the visibility of the pellet. The pellet visibility
enhanced the efficiency of 75% ethanol wash, which
helps decrease the chemical contamination in the extract.
Glycogen, a polysaccharide acting as an inert carrier
molecule/co-precipitant during the extraction of nucleic
acids, improves the precipitation of RNA, which is present
in low concentrations (Hengen 1996). Glycogen will not
contribute to the absorption measurements acquired for
concentration determinations (Fedora 2014). Altogether,
the NanoDrop™ quantification analysis inferred that the
REC reagent, having increased concentration of GITC
and phenol along with the glycogen carrier, gave better
concentration, purity (less protein contamination), and
quality of RNA in the extracts.
Residual human biological materials can be defined
as materials taken from the patient in a diagnostic
or therapeutic procedure, which can be stored and
subsequently used for research (Veen et al. 2006).
There are certain challenges associated with using such
samples, which were noticed in this course of the study.
This includes having no knowledge of the day of sample
collection from the onset of the infection in patients, as
these samples are collected in a blindfold manner (without
any patient information), and improper storage facilities in
some collection centres add to the difficulty. These samples
also largely vary in their volume and hence repetition of
the experiment may not be possible. The boundaries of
such de-identified leftover samples add to the technical
complexity of viral RNA isolation.
Despite these drawbacks, the residual clinical specimen
opens a wide opportunity for research by providing easy
accessibility of clinical specimens (Wendler 2006), which
will otherwise go waste. A study conducted in a hospital
(Dias et al. 2019) used infected serum samples that
remained after diagnosis. Still, it appears that they collected
the samples in the viremia phase. In another study (De
Paula et al. 2001), of one hundred suspected dengue serum
samples, only six samples, whose RNA was isolated from
a commercial kit (QIAamp® Viral RNA kit), were positive
for PCR analysis. The same six samples, when their RNA
were isolated using GITC (Chomczynski, Sacchi 1987)
and TRIzol® methods were negative for PCR analysis. This
result, for instance, shows that the suitability of both sample
and the method play a major role in deciding the quality of

RNA in the extracts. More studies on blindfolded leftover
infected sample collection and troubleshooting the linked
issues are much required, and our study is the initial step
in this domain.
In our study, we used four manual methods, which
were grouped under liquid phase extraction, and one
commercial kit method that was spin column-based.
Even though initial steps in the liquid phase (manual
method) and column-based nucleic acid extraction (kit
method) procedures remain the same, there are certain
differences among these two, which includes more loss
of the target biological material, retaining small amounts
of contaminants in the final extract, difficulty in proper
precipitation of low concentrated RNA, more time consuming and limited to processing few samples at a time, with
the former method in relation to the latter one. The top
pros and cons of different RNA extraction methods are
discussed at https://lifescience.roche.comdna-and-rnapurifation. Having said that, the manual methods provide
more flexibility for incorporating the modifications to
enhance the performance.
As it is evident from our results, the increased
concentration of the components in the REC reagent
enhanced the capacity of the reagent that was lacking in the
initial two methods (GITC and TRITM reagent) for isolating
diluted or low concentrated RNA in the serum samples,
which was apparent on the gel with visible RNA bands. The
non-suitability of those initial two methods for isolating
RNA from dengue-infected serum specimens is supported
by De Paula et al. (2001) report. The addition of the carrier
molecule, lab-prepared glycogen, in this case, improved
the RNA quality and quantity, with the same level as was
achieved by the kit method. Glycogen contributed to the
visibility of the pellet after precipitation, which helped
process the washing step efficiently. Glycogen can be
removed during 75% ethanol wash after RNA precipitation,
thus reducing the chances of inhibition in downstream
reactions (Fedora 2014). This proves that liquid phase
extraction remains a gold standard method, as supported
by previous literature (Fanson et al. 2000; Tan, Yiap 2009).
The agarose gel (2%) electrophoresis was carried out
for RNA visualization after each extraction procedure.
This is a simple and routine technique in the molecular
biology laboratory (Sambrook, Russel 2001). Here, it was
used as a preliminary step to check the quality and to have
an idea of the quantity of the obtained RNA in extracts.
Electrophoresis for a shorter duration will also reduce the
chance of degradation of RNA in the gel during its course of
the run (Hellman, Fried 2007). Hence the gel was run only
for 15 min. It is also known that a minimum concentration
of nucleic acids (~30 to 40 ng) is necessary for their bands
to appear on the gel with a standard percentage (1.5 to
2% for RNA) (Hellman, Fried 2007). Therefore, the gels
showing no bands does not mean that RNA extraction was
not successful; it might suggest that the concentration of
the obtained RNA in the extract was not enough to appear
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as bands on the gel (Hellman, Fried 2007). These results
indicate that further, more sensitive experiments such as
PCR with virus-specific primers, are required to analyze
the successful viral RNA extraction (Lanciotti et al. 1992;
Anoop et al. 2010; Ahamed et al. 2017). However, agarose
gel, even with certain limitations, acts as a simple and basic
platform by providing information on the quality, integrity,
and quantity of RNA to take it forward for downstream
experiments (Aranda et al. 2012). Also, it was found that
there are not many or extremely few, which are even equal
to none, gel pictures showing the bands of dengue viral RNA
genome in the literature (Filomatori et al. 2017). Therefore,
in this study, agarose gel was used as a cost-effective
primary analytical method for obtained RNA extracts, and
this may serve as a reference for future studies to visualize
dengue genomic RNA bands. A study previously reported
the use of viral genomic RNA banding patterns for early
and rapid diagnosis of the disease (Dubal et al. 2015). More
detailed studies on the banding pattern of dengue genomic
RNA may even serve as a tool for its diagnosis, considering
it as a future aspect.
It is evident from this study, that to work cost-effectively
during research involving the processing of a number of
samples; one can adapt and standardize manual methods
instead of using kits, which are very expensive. A manual
method using REC reagent, for liquid samples containing
RNA in low concentration, proved to be efficient along with
the co-precipitant glycogen for isolating total RNA from
blindfolded dengue-infected clinical serum specimens
with reasonable consistency in results. Considering the
importance of gel analysis, serving as a reference for
banding patterns, detailed studies in this area might
contribute to the diagnostic aspect in the future.
In centres for disease control and prevention guidelines,
the recommended biosafety level for all four serotypes
of the DENV is BSL-2. All activities involving handling
dengue specimens were carried out inside the biosafety
cabinet with proper precautions and care taken during
the usage and disposal of the consumables that had come
in contact with the specimen by treating them with 0.1%
sodium hypochlorite solution and autoclaving.
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